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ABSTRACT
This research is a study on applying linear
programming to product mix decisions in the paint industry
for the purpose of profit maximization. The paper sets up
decision models to tackle probable constraints that the
Hong Kong paint industry faced in recent years such as
Titanium Dioxide shortage, labor shortage etc.
individually as well as jointly.
The first two chapters are an introduction to the
paint industry in Hong Kong and Linear Programming.
Chapter III and IV are the main body of the paper in which
6 models are set up to deal with different problems and
how to make use of linear programming to reach product mix
decisions and profit maximization. Chapter V takes a quick
glance at some common sense approaches that might have
been taken if linear programming had not been used.
Chapter VI sidetracks a little to look at how
linear programming can help in decisions of introducing
new products when resources are limited, nevertheless,
this can be considered as a sub-topic of product mix
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For many manufacturing companies, one of the most
important decisions relating to product management is to
determine the product mix for a given period of time. As
there may be a number of products that the company could
produce and sell in the period, the problem is to decide
how much of each product to schedule, i.e. to utilize the
limited resources available to maximize the net value of
the output from the production facilities. Production and
sale of a given quantity of a product results in a certain
contribution to overhead and profit but at the same time,
uses up certain resources, such as materials, labor,
machine time at various production centers,etc. Hence,
the ultimate objective will be to maximize the
contribution to profit and overhead during the period,
subject to constraints imposed by resource limitations and
considering customer orders already in hand and potential
sales (forecasts).
It is obvious that everybody wants to maximize
profit, the question is: 'How do we know that when under
certain constraints, which product mix will yield the
maximum profits? Are there any efficient effective
methods that could help manufacturer to make such product
mix decisions?' Fortunately the answer appear to be 'yes'.
LINEAR PROGRAMMING is one of the Operations Research
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Methods that can be applied in this area. (For details of
Linear Programming, please refer to Chapter 2 for a brief
explanation or any of the books listed in the
bibliography). Every industry has its own characteristics
and vary from one another. Furthermore, even the same
industry will face different problems situations with
respect to the size of the company, geographical
locations, surrounding environments competitions, etc..
Therefore, the same theory or methods will need some
adaptations before they can actually be implemented in a
company to solve its problems.
The Paint Industry In Hon Kong
One may not notice how closely our daily lives are
associated with paint. It is on top of us- on the
ceiling or even false ceiling it surrounds us- on walls,
window frames, wall skirtings we stand on it- on the
floor (floor varnish), road marking we sleep with it-
the frame of our bed we work with it- on our desks,
chairs, cabinets, or even on computers etc. you travel
with it- on the exterior and interior of planes,
automobiles, ferries, ocean-liners etc. you can store it
in your pockets- on wallets, key-bags etc.. Numerous of
these equipment or tools that we come across almost
everyday are covered with paint. Paint does not only give
protection to these materials, but also adds colors to our
lives.
There are many angles of which we can classify
paint. From a market sector point of view, it can be
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classified into Decorative and Industrial. From a major
ingredients point of view, it can be classified intc
Lacquer, Enamel, Housepaint, Thinner (Thinner is not a
paint by itself, but one cannot apply paint smoothly
without thinner, it is also used in cleaning up). If you
want to be more specific, you can divide it into product
markets of automotive spray lacquer, furniture lacquer,
leather coating, baking enamel, marine varnish, heat
resistant paint, etc.. Another way of looking at it could
be those with color those without color (we call them
varnish).
In Hong Kong, paint manufacturing has a history of
over 55 years, which could be considered as one of the
pioneers in industrial development of Hong Kong. During
the first half of the twentieth century, Hong Kong paint
market was dominated by imported foreign brands, but in
the last 40 years, local manufacturers had the major
shares of the market. Investing in paint manufacturing is
quite a capital intensive investment since it requires a
lot of space, and except for Emulsion, paints are
classified as 'Dangerous Goods Cat. 5', the setup cost for
both the storage & plant is quite high. Besides, it is a
rather conservative & stable industry which you do not
expect fast returns, hence there are only around ten paint
manufacturers if we put aside those backyard factories.
The market structure is of oligopolistic type where there
are two or three major market share holders.
When compared with industrial countries like the
U.S.A., Japan, Germany, South Korea etc., Hong Kong paint
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manufacturers face a relatively small market with large
product mix so that complete automation and mass
production is not possible. The most difficult thing for
local paint manufacturers is that almost all raw materials
are imported with an order lead time of two to three
months depending on where they come from (shorter time if
from Japan, longer time if from Europe, the United Kingdom
or the U.S.A.), and the practice is that the clients place
their orders every quarter, yet the finished product
delivery lead time is from immediate to one week. That is
one of the major reasons why paint manufacturers need a
lot of space for storage.
The basic ingredients of paint can be illustrated
in diagram 1 of the following page. If the pigment is
omitted, the material is called varnish or lacquer,
depending on the type of binder used. If all ingredients
are included, then paint can be defined as a decorative,
protective and functional coating applied to a substrate.
The substrate can be a surface such as metal, non-metal or
another coat of paint.
5DIAGRAM 1
BASIC INGREDIENTS OF PAINT
Paint
Pigment varnisn (liacquer)













The production process of paint can be generalized
into eight steps: 1) Pigment weighting- weigh the
pigments in accordance with the bills of materials. 2)
Pre-mixing- mix the pigment with a small amount of medium
to form a paste. 3) Milling or Dispersing- grind the
pigments to required fineness. 4) Let-down (Post-Mixing)-
add other ingredients like solvents, additives etc. to
form the final product. 5) Color Matching (also known as
tinting)- tint the wide range of colors from the
fundamental colors of white, black, yellow, red, blue,
green or brown. 6) Quality control- ensure that the
finished product can comply with the specification. 7)
Filling- fill the finished product into the required size
of containers. 8) Packing- wrap the cans of paint in
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plastic bags put them into cartoon boxes, this is for
export goods only.
The Problems encountered Hong Kong Paint Industry
As seen in Diagram 1, one of the major ingredients
used in paint is pigment which is sub-divided into colored
pigment extender. The most widely used pigment is the
white pigment because normally the white color constitutes
half of the volume of a product line not to mention the
amount used in color matching to form other colors. There
are several white pigments namely, Titanium Dioxide, Zinc
Sulphide, Zinc Oxide, and White Lead, of which Titanium
Dioxide is the most widely used. In recent years, Titanium
Dioxide is facing a world-wide shortage due to supply
being unable to cope with the increasing demand. With
respect to the world-wide tighening of pollution control,
many of the planned new plants failed to operate on time.
The suppliers, being pressed to fulfill the committed
orders, over-run their production facilities so that
finally, some of their machineries broke down making the
situation worse than before. Since this is a world-wide
problem, suppliers make use of the situation sell more
of their products to areas where they can get the highest
price. It is therefore expected that the price of the
captioned material will-sky-rocket and the supply will be
limited for a period of time.
One of the hot subjects in 1987 1988 in Hong Kong
is the labor shortage problem. With the transformation of
Hong Kong who used to rely on light industry exports
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into an international financial center, the growing of
servicing industry and the provision of nine years of free
education, it is obvious that fewer fewer of the younger
generation will join the labor market. Paint
manufacturing, though not a highly labor intensive
industry does require a fair amount of labor. Limited by
the nature of the products market requirements of large
product mix, there is not much room for improvement as far
as working environments full automation are concerned.
Ob,i ect i ves of the p ro.i ect
Both the Titanium Dioxide shortage labor shortage
are not easy to solve in short term. However, it is then
the objective of this research to see how product mix can
be monitored in order to maximize profit under these
constraints with the aid of linear programming. One can
never represent a one hundred percent real life case in a
model, on one hand it can be too complicated with much
unnecessary detail, on the other hand, a model is a good
model as long as it serves its designer's purpose.
Therefore, the author is also interested in exploring the
limitations of the model as well as the alternative means






Linear Programming (LP) is one of the best known
tools used in management science. It is a branch of
applied mathematics used for optimizing an objective,
subject to a set of constraints, where the objective and
the constraints can be expressed as equations or
inequalities that are linear in their variables. Examples
of LP's applications include scheduling military and
industrial oil tanker fleets, dietary planning,
agricultural land use, production scheduling and inventory
planning, determining product mix, blending, minimizing
trim losses in paper mills, human resource planning, etc..
The major task in applying linear programming is
the formulation of the problem. Once a problem is
formulated, one of several available methods of solutions
can be applied. Apart from computer program, the more
common methods are the 'Graphical Method' and the 'Simplex
Method'. Since the objective of the project is not the
technicality of the methods and computer programs are
readily available, these methods will not be illustrated
here (for details of these methods please refer to text
books listed in Bibliographies of which they can find
comprehensive illustrations). In this project, a computer
program called LINDO will handle the mathematical part.
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The optimal solution to a LP problems is based on a
set of assumptions and on forecasting of future data.
Rather than focusing on a single rigid solution, it is
perhaps more important for the management to know what
will happen to this optimal solution if changes occur in
the input data of which the LP model is based. The
technique which provides answer to this issue is known as
'sensitivity analysis'. Basic sensitivity analysis
includes:
a. Changes in the coefficients of the variables in
the objective functions.
b. Changes in the right-hand-side of the
constraints.
c. Adding or deleting a constraint.
Approacnes Lo brie pr o, iern
Several models will be set up taking the conditions
of one paint manufacturer as reference. However, for
confidential purposes, no real data will be used but will
be made up according to the conditions of the reference
factory. With LINDO, the optimal solution can be obtained
easily the sensitivity analysis can also be carried out.
For reasons of simplicity as well as practicality, the
twenty-eighty rule of which twenty percent of the products
constitute eighty percent of the revenue/profit will be
used in the models which should provide sufficient
representation for a total picture.
There will be a comparison with possible methods
used in determining the product mix other than LP to see
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the effectiveness of LP. The limitations of the models as




SETTING UP THE MODEL
Assumptions used
1. In the reference paint manufacturer, there are
approximately fifty product lines which use Titanium
Dioxide. The study will cover ten product lines which are
to represent approximately eighty percent of the turnover
so that the model is assumed to be representative for the
whole product mix.
2. The percentage of Titanium Dioxide used not only
varies from product line to product line, but also varies
from color to color within the same product line. However,
normally the white & color cream color dominate the major
shares of color within the line ranging from forty to
sixty per cent these are the two colors that use most
Titanium Dioxide. Therefore, in spite of color sales
pattern which changes over the years, the percent of
Titanium Dioxide used within the same line remains more or
less the same, hence, as a matter of simplicity as far
as the objective of the Research is achieved, color mix is
assumed constant.
3. Can size is one of the variables affecting Sales
Revenue, Production efficiency, & therefore affecting
profit margin. The popular can sizes are 1 liter, 4 liter,
20 liter, 1 pint, 1/2 pint 1/4 pint with 4 liter
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dominating eighty to ninety percent of the sales. In some
low price product lines, only 20 liter size is available
for cost reason. Following the same reasons for color mix,
it can be assumed that size mix is constant.
4. Raw material costs are constantly changing with
respect to new prices, new shipments and old stock level.
In this model, we shall be considering a static
environment raw material costs are therefore assumed
constant.
5. Price of paints, client mix discounts are
assumed constant so that net price of each product line
remains constant.
6. Paint is of batch process so that production
efficiency is highly affected by the size of batch used.
In Hong Kong, small batches range from a few liters
(usually of tailored-made or special color matching
nature) to approximately sixty liters, medium batches
range from approximately a hundred to two hundred liters
large batches range from six hundred to eight hundred
liters. Batch sizes are controlled by the popularity of
the product and color, inventory policies. Following same
reasons of color mix, batch size mix is also assumed
constant.
7. With respect to the above assumptions, it
follows that profit margin is also assumed constant.
8. As mentioned in Chapter I, there are eight steps
in the production process, for the purpose of the model,
we shall consider the critical ones merge other steps
into one for the purpose of simplicity and neatness. In
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paint production, the critical steps are: a. Milling-
where the output is limited by the milling capacity of the
machines rather than the batch size if it needs to go
through a roller mill, sand mill or ball mill. b. Let-down
- where the workers will need one to two years of
training. c. Color Matching (also known as tinting)-
again, the workers will need at least one to two years of
training and they must be sensitive to color. In the
model, we shall assume there are only 3 steps in the
process, the milling, let-down color matching combined
into one, the remaining steps as one.
9. Availability of raw materials other than
Titanium Dioxide is assumed to be sufficient regardless of
the sales volume so that there is no need to consider them
in the model.
10. Volume produced is assumed to be sold at once
so that there is no need to consider the inventory effect.
11. Working days per month is equal to 25 normal
work hours is 8 hours per day.
It is important to note that the above assumptions
are essential not only in the sense that they make the
model simpler and easier to work with but also the model
can fulfill the linearity assumption of linear
programming. This linearity assumption actually combines
the proportionality and the additivity concepts. The two
concepts are best explained by an example such as in a
product-mix problem that want to maximize its profit, if
we double the quantity of a product, then it is assumed
that the profit contribution of this product will also
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double and the total profit contribution of all the
products included in the product mix problem can be
obtained by simply adding up the individual contributions
of each product.
The Basic Model- Model 1
In the basic model, it will be made certain that
all resources of raw materials (including Titanium
Dioxide), milling machineries, skillful general workers
etc. are sufficient so that we can produce as much as we
think the market will accept.
1. Data for the model.
For confidential reasons, no real data is used,
however, the following data is made up according to a
reasonable profit margin, production efficiency, Titanium
Dioxide content and sales volume in the paint industry.
Availability of resources per mvn Ln
Titanium Dioxide (TiO2)= 35,000 Kg
Milling machine-hours= 9 x 25 x 8= 1,800 MHs
(man-hours)
Skillful labors= 4 x 25 x 8= 800 MHs
General workers= 27 x 25 x 8= 5,400 MHs
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TABLE 1
CONSTRUCTED DATA OF PROFIT MARGIN, TI02 CONTENT,
PRODUCTION EFFICIENCY AND MARKETABILITY LIMITS FOR EACH
PRODUCT LINE
Prod Profit Ti02 Milling Let-Down Other Monthly
Line Margin Content Time Tinting Process Sales (Lit)
($/L) (KG/L) (MH/L) (MH/L) (MH/L) MAX MIN
0.004 0.025 40,000 20,000A 10.00 0.16 0.003









2. Definition of decision variables.
XA= Liters of product line A to be produced
XB= Liters of product line B to be produced
XC= Liters of product line C to be produced
XD= Liters of product line D to be produced
XE= Liters of product line E to be produced
XF= Liters of product line F to be produced
XG= Liters of product line G to be produced
XH= Liters of product line H to be produced
XI= Liters of product line I to be produced
XJ= Liters of product line J to be produced
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3. Definition of Objective Function.
MAX 1OXA+ 15XB+ 13XC+ 12XD+ 1OXE+ 8XF+ 5XG
+ 7XH+ 9.5XI+ 10XJ
4. The constraints.
4.1 The raw materials (Ti02) constraint
0.16XA+ 0.02XB+ 0.04XC+ 0.05XD+ 0.16XE+
0.08XF+ 0.06XG+ 0.08XH+ 0.18XI+ 0.21X)
_ 35,000
4.2 The milling capacity constraint
0.003XA+ 0.009XB+ 0.012XC+ 0.008XD+
0.004XF+ 0.029XG+ 0.037XH+ 0.038XI=
1, 800
4.3 The skillful workers (let-down tinting)
constraint.
0.004XA+ 0.005XB+ 0.006XC+ 0.005XD+
0.004XE+ 0.003XF+ 0.004XG+ 0.005XH+
0.006XI+ 0.001XJ= 800
4.4 The General workers constraint
0.025XA+ 0.034XB+ 0.041XC+ 0.014XD+
0.038XE+ 0.01OXF+ 0.031XG+ 0.045XH+
0.049XI+ 0.010XJ= 5,400












All the above data and constraints are input into
the LINDO Linear Programming program, a computer printout
can be seen in Appendix 1A.
5. The Computer Solution for Model 1 is:
Optimum Profit equals $2,254,000-












For details of the solution, please refer to
the computer solution printout in Appendix 1B.
6. Interpretation of results.
One can see that the quantity of each product
line to be produced is equal to their upper marketing
constraint there are still slack values in the other
constraints this means that the profit of $2,254,000 is
the maximum profit one can obtain under such conditions if
sales cannot, be increased further. From Appendix 1 b, under
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the column of dual price (or more commonly known as shadow
price which is the opportunity cost/return it can
contribute to the objective function if you can increase
that constraint by one more unit), they are all zeros
except for those marketability upper limits, which are
exactly identical to their own profit margin, this means
that since market requirement of all product is fulfilled,
there still remain extra resources for producing extra
products, the marketability of an extra unit of a product
will not take up the opportunity value of another product,
is therefore equal to its own profit margin. The slack
value of the constraints is the quantity of resources left
over in the model.
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CHAPTER IV
WHEN RESOURCES ARE INSUFFICIENT
As mentioned in chapter I, availability of Titanium
Dioxide has been a world wide problem, before the world
can increase its output or the Titanium Dioxide users can
find a suitable substitute which one might have to change
all his formulations, the most practical short term
solution is to maximize the profit from what you can
produce from your limited resources. Also, machineries can
break down, sometimes if you do not have a good stock of
spare parts, you may have your machine down a few days or
even a few months if they are to be ordered abroad.
Furthermore, as mentioned in chapter I, Hong Kong is
facing labor shortage problems, it is not uncommon that
you may have your labor force ten or twenty percent short.
In this chapter we will investigate what happen to the
product mix profit when the above-mentioned conditions
occur individually how Linear Programming can help us to
make management decisions to deal with these situations. A
combined situation of the above will be studied at the end
of the chapter.
When Ti02 is Limited- Model 2
Suppose instead of having 35,000 Kg of Ti02 per
month, we have only 30,000 Kg, with other constraints
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conditions remain unchanged, what will the product mix
profit be? Making use of the basic model (Ml) with
'LINDO', we can simply alter the right-hand-side of the
raw material constraint i.e. row 2, change the 35,000 into
30,000 instead, let us call this Model 2 of which a
computer printout can be seen in Appendix 2A, we will run
the program again. The results as read from the computer
output listed in Appendix 2B are:
Optimum Profit equals $2,174,000-












In the above model, it can be demonstrated that one
can easily find a product mix that can optimize your
profit under the mentioned constraint by simply changing
the right-hand-side of the raw material constraint to some
other figures. When compared with the basic model (Ml) in
the last chapter, one noticed that the dual price for the
Marketability upper limits is no longer equal to its
profit margin, this indicates that under limited or
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insufficient resources, you will have to give up the
opportunity return for other products in order to increase
1 unit of that product. If the dual price is a negative
figure, it indicates that if you increase the sales of
that product, it would reduce the profit contribution
rather than increasing. Instead of the value of zero for
the dual price of T102 (row 2 in the computer program) in
Model 1, it is now a positive figure of 47.619, which is
the opportunity return by increasing 1 more unit (i.e. 1
Kg of T102 in this case) of that constraint. The range in
the Sensitivity Analysis for that constraint is the range
of which the opportunity cost (shadow price) will not
change. That can help to make decisions such as at what
price we should buy if there is TiO2 available in perhaps
the 'Black Market'? or If somebody is offering an
attractive price for 1 ton (i. e. 1000 Kg) of T i 02, should
it be sold to him instead of putting it into product?.
A graph of optimum profit obtained at different
levels of TiO2 availability can be seen at Diagram 2,
Diagram 3 indicates how the shadow price changes at the
different level.
DIAGRAM 2
































23When Milling Capacity is limited- Model 3
Suppose one of the milling machines is down will
take 3 months before the spare parts can arrive, how would
it affect the product mix profit? As we recall in our
assumptions, we have assumed that the normal work hours
for each milling machine is 25 x 8 man-hours per month,
hence the breaking down of 1 milling machine means the
lost of 200 MHs per month, we will then change our milling
constraint (row 3) to 1,600 instead of 1,800 all other
constraints will remain the same as in the basic model
(Ml). A computer printout of Model 3 can be found in
Appendix 3A whereas the computer solution as read from
Appendix 3B is:
Optimum Profit equals $2,219,730-












The interpretation of results is similar to that of
the Ti02 being insufficient except that we now have a
positive dual price in row 3 (i.e. the milling constraint)
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instead of in row 2 (the Ti02 constraint). In dealing with
this situation, there is something different from the raw
material constraint, that is we can cover the lost
machine hours by overtime. Generally, each milling machine
is operated by one semi-skill worker, if we assumed an
overtime pay of HK$30 per hour, the unit rate involved for
each product line is equal to $30 x Milling production
efficiency:
A= $0.09 per liter
B= $0.27 per liter
C= $0.37 per liter
D= $0.25 per liter
F= $0.12 per liter
G= $0.86 per liter
H= $1.10 per liter
I= $1.13 per liter
We will also need to define 2 new terms, those
products that are produced during the normal working hours
those products produced using overtime. Hence,
XAMN= Liters of product line A to be milled
during normal work hours
XBMN= Liters of product line B to be milled during
normal work hours
XCMN= Liters of product line C to be milled during
normal work hours
XDMN= Liters of product line D to be milled during
normal work hours
XFMN= Liters of product line F to be milled during
normal work hours
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XGMN= Liters of product line G to be milled during
normal work hours
XHMN= Liters of product line H to be milled during
normal work hours
XIMN= Liters of product line I to be milled during
normal work hours
and
XAMO= Liters of product line A to be milled during
overtime
XBMO= Liters of product line B to be milled during
overtime
XCMO= Liters of product line C to be milled during
overtime
XDMO= Liters of product line D to be milled during
overtime
XFMO= Liters of product line F to be milled during
overtime
XGMO= Liters of product line G to be milled during
overtime
XHMO= Liters of product line H to be milled during
overtime
XIMO= Liters of product line I to be milled during
overtime
Then, XA= XAMN+ XAMO or rearranging: XA-
XAMN- XAMO= 0. Similarly,
XB- XBMN- XBMO 0
XC- XCMN- XCMO= 0
XD- XDMN- XDMO= 0
XF- XFMN- XFMO= 0
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XG- XGMN- XGMO= 0
XH- XHMN- XHMO= 0
XI- XIMN- XIMO= 0
The original milling constraint will be replaced by
two constraint statement instead, one covering the normal
working hours the other covering the overtime
constraint.
0.003XAMN+ 0.009XBMN+ 0.012XCMN+ 0.008XDMN+
0.004XFMN+ 0.029XGMN+ 0.037XHMN+ 0.038XIMN= 1,600
0.003XAMO+ 0.009XBMO+ 0.012XCMO+ 0.008XDMO+
0.004XFMO+ 0.029XGMO+ 0.037XHMO+ 0.038XIM0= 200
Also, the Objective Statement becomes:
1OXA+ 15XB+ 13XC+ 12XD+ 1OXE+ 8XF+ 5XG+ 7XH
+ 9.5XI+ 10XJ- 0.09XAMO- 0.27XBMO- 0.37XCMO- 0.25XDMO
- 0.12XFMO- 0.86XGMO- 1.1XHMO- 1.13XIMO
A computer printout of the revised Model 3 can be
seen in Appendix 3C. When re-run the LP program, the
results are as read from Appendix 3D as follows:
Optimum Profit equals $2,248,247-
uantity of each product line to be produced
XA= 40,000 XAMN= 40,000 XAMO= 0
XB= 20,000 XBMN= 20,000 XBMO= 0
XC= 10,000 XCMN= 10,000 XCMO= 0
XD= 8,000 XDMN= 8,000 XDMO= 0
XE= 17,000
XF= 14,000 XFMN= 14,000 XFMO= 0
XG= 20,000 XGMN= 13,310.34 XGMO= 6,689.66
XH= 10,000 XHMN= 10,000 XHMO= 0
XI= 8.000 XIMN= 8,000 XIMO= 0
27
xi= 80,000
It is noted that only porouct line G is milled
during overtime. The profit is less the amount of overtime
pay required when compared with the basic model. The total
market requirement is fulfilled bringing in an extra
contribution of $2,248,247- $2,219,730= $28,517 when
compared with no overtime leaving the market requirement
incompletely fulfilled. The revised model in fact can
replace the basic model completely even if no overtime
milling is required.
When Skillful workers are insufficient- Model 4
Workers may retire, resign or perhaps become ill,
and the paint industry is a very narrow industry, that
cannot find replacement of skillful workers easily
readily. Suppose one of the skillful workers is on
hospital leave, will not be able to get back to work for
2 months, how would it affect our model? This means that
there is 200 man-hours less than our original model for
the skillful workers constraint. We will assume that the
employee on hospital leave is receiving half-pay that he
is receiving an average monthly basic pay of $6,000. Then,
a new term has to be defined as:
SH= number of skillful workers on hospital leave
Then 3,000 SH is added to the Objective Statement.
In this model, SH= 1. Since the revised model 3 in the
last section can also cover the basic model if we let the
milling overtime equal to zero, we can use either of them.
Here we will use the revised model 3 and change the
skillful labor constraints to 600 a computer printout can
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be seen in Appendix 4A. The computerized results as read
from Appendix 4B are as follows:
Optimum Profit equals $2,005,500-












Similar to the milling situation the insufficient
skillful labors can be covered by overtime. Hence, at an
overtime rate of $40 per hour, the overtime rate for each
product line is equal to $40 x Let-down/Color matching
production efficiency.
A= $0.18 per liter
B= $0.23 per liter
C= $0.27 per liter
p= $0.23 per liter
E_ $0.18 per liter
F= $0.14 per liter
G= $0.18 per liter
H= $0.23 per liter
I= $0.27 per liter
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J= $0.05 per liter
It will also need to define 2 new terms, those
products that are produced during the normal working hours
those products produced using overtime. Hence,
XALN= liters of product line A to be let-down
tinted during normal work hours
XBLN= Liters of product line B to be let-down
tinted during normal work hours
XCLN= Liters of product line C to be let-down
tinted during normal work hours
XDLN= Liters of product line D to be let-down
tinted during normal work hours
XELN= Liters of product line E to be let-down
tinted during normal work hours
XFLN= Liters of product line F to be let-down
tinted during normal work hours
XGLN= Liters of product line G to be let-down
tinted during normal work hours
XHLN= Liters of product line H to be let-down
tinted during normal work hours
XILN= Liters of product line I to be let-down
tinted during normal work hours
XJLN= Liters of product line J to be let-down
tinted during normal work hours
and
XALO= Liters of product line A to be let-down
tinted during overtime
XBLO= Liters of product line B to be let-dowi
tinted during overtime
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XCLO= Liters of product line C to be let-down &
tinted during overtime
XDLO= Liters of product line D to be let-down &
tinted during overtime
XELO= Liters of product line E to be let-down &
tinted during overtime
XFLO= Liters of product line F to be let-down &
tinted during overtime
XGLO= Liters of product line G to be let-down &
tinted during overtime
XHLO= Liters of product line H to be let-down &
tinted during overtime
XILO= Liters of product line I to be let-down &
tinted during overtime
XJLO= Liters of product line J to be let-down &
tinted during overtime
Then, XA= XALN+ XALO or rearranging: XA-
XALN- XALO= 0. Similarly,
XB- XBLN- XBLO= 0
XC- XC LN- XC LO= 0
XD- XDLN- XDLO= 0
XE- XELN- XELO= 0
XF- XFLN- XFLO= 0
XG- XGLN- XGLO= 0
XH- XHLN- XHLO= 0
XI- XILN- XILO= 0
XJ- XJLN- XJLO= 0
The original skillful workers constraint will be
replaced by 2 constraint statement instead, one covering
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the normal working hours the other covering the overtime
constraint.
0.004XALN+ 0.005XBLN+ 0.006XCLN+ 0.005XDLN+
0.004XELN+ 0.003XFLN+ 0.004XGLN+ 0.005XHLN+ 0.006XILN
+ 0.001XJLN= 800
0.004XALO+ 0.005XBLO+ 0.006XCLO+ 0.005XDLO+
0.004XELO+ 0.003XFLO+ 0.004XGLO+ 0.005XHLO+ 0.006XILO
+ 0 .001 XJ LO= 200
Hence, the Objective Statement becomes:
1OXA+ 15XB+ 13XC+ 12XD+ 1OXE+ 8XF+ 5XG+ 7XH
+ 9.5XI+ 10XJ- 0.09XAMO- 0.27XBMO- 0.37XCMO- 0.25XDMO
- 0.12XFMO- 0.86XGMO- 1.1XHMO- 1.13XIMO- 0.18XALO-
0.23XBLO- 0.27XCLO- 0.23XDLO- 0.18XELO- 0.14XFLO-
0.18XGLO- 0.23XHLO- 0.27XIL0- 0.05XJLO+ 3000SH
A computer printout of the revised Model 4 can be
seen in Appendix 4C. When re-run the LP program, the
results are as read from Appendix 4D as follows:
Optimum Profit equals $2,251,240-
Quantity of each product line to be produced:
XA= 40,000 XALN= 8,000 XALO= 32,000
XB= 20,000 XBLN= 20,000 XBLO= 0
XC= 10,000 XCLN= 10,000 XCLO= 0
XD= 8,000 XDLN= 8,000 XDLO= 0
XE= 17,000 XELN= 17,000 XELO= 0
XF= 14,000 XFLN= 14,000 XFLO= 0
XG= 20,000 XGLN= 20,000 XGLO= 0
XH= 10,000 XHLN= 10,000 XHLO= 0
XI= 8,000 XILN= 8,000 XILO= 0
XJ= 80,000 XJLN= 80,000 XJLO= 0
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The results indicate that only product line A
should be covered by overtime of the 40,000 liters
required, only 8,000 is produced in normal workhours.
When General Workers Are Insufficient- Model 5
As mentioned in Chapter I, labor shortage is a very
common problem in the last two years, suppose there are 5
vacancies of which cannot be filled at the moment, how
would it affect the model? This means that there are 5 x
200 man-hours less than our original model for the general
workers constraint. We can build from the revised model 4
by setting the overtime of skillful workers to zero, and
change the general labor constraint to 4,400. A new term
has to be defined as:
GV= number of vacancies of general workers
In this model, GV= 5 if the basic pay for general
workers is $3,400, then 3,400 GV is added to the Objective
Statement. The computerized results as read from Appendix
5B are as follows:
Optimum Profit equals $2,057,900-













However, similar to the skillful labor situation
the insufficient general workers can be covered by
overtime. Hence, at an overtime rate of $25 per hour, the
overtime rate for each product line is equal to $25 x
Other process production efficiency.
A= $0.63 per liter
B= $0.84 per liter
C= $1.03 per liter
D= $0.36 per liter
E_ $0.94 per liter
F= $0.24 per liter
G= $0.77 per liter
H= $1.12 per liter
I= $1.22 per liter
J= $0.25 per liter
It will also need to define 2 new terms, those
products that are produced during the normal working hours
those products produced using overtime. Hence,
XAON= liters of product line A to be produced by
the 'Other process' during normal work hours
XBON= liters of product line B to be produced by
the 'Other process' during normal work hours
XCON= liters of product line C to be produced by
the 'Other process' during normal work hours
XDON= liters of product line D to be produced by
the 'Other process' during normal work hours
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XEON= liters of product line E to be produced by
the 'Other process' during normal work hours
XFON= liters of product line F to be produced by
the 'Other process' during normal work hours
XGON= liters of product line G to be produced by
the 'Other process' during normal work hours
XHON= liters of product line H to be produced by
the 'Other process' during normal work hours
XION= liters of product line I to be produced by
the 'Other process' during normal work hours
XJON= liters of product line J to be produced by
the 'Other process' during normal work hours
and
XAOO= liters of product line A to be produced by
the 'Other process' during overtime
XBOO= liters of product line B to be produced by
the 'Other process' during overtime
XCOO= liters of product line C to be produced by
the 'Other process' during overtime
XDOO= liters of product line D to be produced by
the 'Other process' during overtime
XEOO= liters of product line E to be produced by
the 'Other process' during overtime
XFOO= liters of product line F to be produced by
the 'Other process' during overtime
XGOO= liters of product line G to be produced by
the 'Other process' during overtime
XHOO= liters of product line H to be produced by
the 'Other process' during overtime
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XIOO= liters of product line I to be produced by
the 'Other process' during overtime
XJOO= liters of product line J to be produced by
the 'Other process' during overtime
Then, XA= XAON+ XAOO or rearranging: XA-
XAON- XAOO= 0. Similarly,
XB- XBON- XBOO= 0
XC- XCON- XCOO= 0
XD- XDON- XDOO= 0
XE- XEON- XEOO= 0
XF- XFON- XFOO= 0
XG- XGON- XGOO= 0
XH- XHON- XHOO= 0
XI- XION- XIOO= 0
Xi- XJON- XJOO= 0
The original general workers constraint will be
replaced by 2 constraint statement instead, one covering
the normal working hours the other covering the overtime
constraint.
0.025XAON+ 0.034XBON+ 0.041XCON+ 0.014XDON+
0.014XEON+ 0.038XFON+ 0.01XGON+ 0.031XHON+ 0.045XION+
0.01XJON= 4400
0.025XA00+ 0.034XB00+ 0.041X000+ 0.014XDOO+
0.014XEOO+ 0.038XF00+ 0.01XGOO+ 0.031XHOO+ 0.045XI00+
0.01XJ00= 1000
Hence, the Objective Statement becomes:
1OXA+ 15XB+ 13XC+ 12XD+ 1OXE+ 8XF+ 5XG+ 7XH
+ 9.5XI+ 10XJ- 0.09XAMO- 0.27XBMO- 0.37XCMO- 0.25XDMO
- 0.12XFMO- 0.86XGMO- 1.1XHMO- 1.13XIMO- 0.18XALO-
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0.23XBLO- 0.27XCLO- 0.23XDLO- 0.18XELO- 0.14XFLO-
0.18XGLO- 0.23XHLO- 0.27XILO- 0.05XJLO+ 3000SH-
0.63XA00- 0.84XB00- 1.03X000- 0.36XD00- 0.94XE00-
0.24XF00- 0.77XG00- 1.12XHOO- 1.22X100- 0.25XJ00+
3400GV
A computer printout of the revised Model 5 can be
seen in Appendix 5C. When re-run the LP program, the
results are as read from Appendix 5D as follows:
Optimum Profit equals $2,250,098-
Quantity (liters) of each product line to be
produced:
XA= 40,000 XAON= 40,000 XAOO= 0
XB= 20,000 XBON= 0 XBOO= 20,000
XC= 10,000 XCON= 10,000 XCOO= 0
XD= 8,000 XDON= 8,000 XDOO= 0
XE= 17,000 XEON= 16,210.53 XEOO= 789.47
XF= 14,000 XFON= 0 XFOO= 14,000
XG= 20,000 XGON= 20,000 XGOO= 0
XH= 10,000 XHON= 10,000 XHOO= 0
XI= 8,000 XION= 8,000 XIOO= 0
XJ= 80,000 XJON= 80,000 XJOO= 0
There are three product lines of which overtime is
required in order to fulfill the market demand, namely all
20,000 liters of product line B and 14,000 liters of
product line F, as well as part of product line E that
789.47 liters are produced in overtime.
When all constraints are present- Model 6
We have already dealt with each constraint
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individually provide overtime solution whenever we can
to help to ease up the situation, now we will see the
results if all the mentioned shortages are present. We




Let-down tinting 600 200
Other Process 4,400 1,000
We shall start with TiO2 supply- 35,000 Kg
Optimum Profit equals $2,250,098-
Quantity (liters) of each product line to be produced:
XA= 40,000 XAMN= 40,000 XAMO= 0
XB= 20,000 XBMN= 20,000 XBMO= 0
XC= 10,000 XCMN= 10,000 XCMO= 0
XD= 8,000 XDMN= 8,000 XDMO= 0
XE= 17,000
XFMO= 0XFMN= 14,000XF= 14,000
XGMO= 6,689.66XGMN= 13,310.34XG= 20,000
XHMO= 0XHMN= 10,000XH= 10,000










XHLN= 10,000 XHLO= 0
XILN= 8,000 XILO= 0
XJLN= 80,000 XJLO= 0
XAON= 40,000 XAOO= 0
XBON= 0 XBOO= 20,000
XCON= 10,000 XCOO= 0
XDON= 8,000 XDOO= 0
XEON= 16,210.53 XEOO= 789.47
XFON= 0 XFOO= 14,000
XGON= 20,000 XGOO= 0
XHON= 10,000 XHOO= 0
XION= 8,000 XI00= 0
XJON= 80,000 XJOO= 0
If we compare the results with those of the revised
models of Model 3, Model 4 Model 5 when each constraint
of Milling capacity, skillful labors availability,
general labors availabilty present individually, the
volume of each product to be produced by that process
during normal work hours during overtime are identical,
the optimum profit so calculated is the optimum profit
that can be obtained when all these constraints are
present. Hence, in model 6, the actual constraint is how
much you can sell.
We will now change the supply situation of Ti02
run the results until just sufficient T i 02 to fulfill the
minimum required sales. The resulting profit are plotted
in Diagram 4 as compared to the results of Model 2 in
Diagram 2. We note that the profit of Model 6 is higher
than that of Model 2 at lower supply level and the
difference gradually narrows became equal at
approximately when Ti02 supply at 27,000 Kg, then the
profit curve of Model 2 pass over the curve of Model 6
after that level. We can see that the difference between
the two curves is not that large since some limitations
can be overcome by overtime while Ti02 supply is a more
critical concern unless substitution raw materials are
readily available or the tight supply can be released.
DIAGRAM 4
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Alternatives used without Linear Programming
Perhaps one may wonder what we can do with respect
to the product mix if we do not use Linear Programming, we
can think of several ways though they may not serve the
purpose of profit maximization. The first method we can
think of is a first come first serve basis, i.e. produce
according to orders received. This is a very conservative
way utilizing your limited resources you can neither
plan nor control your resources allocation because for
paint manufacturers in Hong Kong, their delivery lead time
is from half to one day for popular items at most five
days for unpopular products or colors versus their raw
material lead time which is two to three months if they
are to be ordered from abroad. Since Titanium Dioxide has
to be ordered from abroad, hence there will be no control
on product mix if we are to follow the orders pattern.
Also in this regard, there is no fixed pattern of the
profit line if we are to plot it against the supply
situation of Titanium Dioxide.
A second method that could be used would be to
produce in fixed ratio of each product line. This means
that if we are supplying ten thousand liters of A and
twenty thousand liters of B normally when we have a supply
of ten thousand Kg of Titanium Dioxide, if now we only
have seven thousand, we will supply seven thousand liters
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of A and fourteen thousand liters of B. The profit line iS
a straight line in this case. Though it may not maximize
the company's profit in the short run, this method tries
to give a all round supply in all its product lines.
A third method could be after fulfilling your
predetermined minimum requirement for each product line,
fill those product lines with higher profit margin first.
This method appears to have maximized the profit but in
fact does not, this could be seen in Diagram 6 on the
next page that the profit curve is inferior to that of
model 2. This is because it has not taken into
consideration the rate of utilization of the limited
resources. It is better to be illustrated by an example.
Suppose each liter of product A can bring in $10 profit
and each liter of product B can bring in $15, but to
produce each liter of A uses up 0.05 Kg of Ti02 whereas to
make each liter of B uses up 0.10 Kg of Ti02, if I have
100 Kg of Ti02, should I make A or B? If following the
third method, I should make B since it has a higher profit
margin, in this case I can produce 1000 liters of B and
make $15,000 profit. But in fact if I use that Ti02 to
make A, I can produce 2000 liters of A and make $20,000
profit. Hence, a fourth method is to follow the profit
ratio of that resource, in this example, profit generate
from each Kg of Ti02 is 10/0.05 which is $200/Kg of Ti02
whereas for B it is 15/0.1 which is $150/Kg. In fact, in
Model 2 of Chapter 3, that is where the value of the
Shadow Price of Ti02 (Row 2 in the computer print out)
came from. For example, when Ti02 supply is at the level
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of 20,500 Kg in Model 2, the shadow price is $100 which is
the result of the profit margin of product line F equals
$8 per liter divided by the T102 content of .08 Kg per
liter.
All the above mentioned four methods have taken
into account the constraint of TiO2 supply, however, when
more constraints are included, it will need a more
systematic way to line up the factors and try to maximize
the profit. It seems that from off the shelf available
methods, linear programming is a readily well developed
method to handle product mix problems especially when
there are many products and many constraints to consider
which has been demonstrated in chapter IV.
DIAGRAM 6
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Unapte r VI
Other Applications of Our Model
Introducing a new product- Model 7
Suppose now we are still under tight supply of Ti02
with a supply of 30,000 Kg, milling capacity of 1,600 man-
hours, skillful labor capacity of 600 man-hours and
general labor capacity of 4,400 man-hours. Should we
introduce a new product line K with profit margin equals
to $4, Ti02 content of 10%, no milling is required, with
let-down/tinting production efficiency equals to .005
MH/lit other process production efficiency equals to
product line be worth introducing? We will modify Model 1
to include the new product line K so as to answer the
above questions. A computer printout of Model 7 can be
seen in Appendix 7A. The computed results are read from
Appendix 7B as follows:












The results show that zero quantity of the new
product line K should be produced and also skillful labor
is the binding constraint. Hence, under such conditions,
it seems that this new product line K is not worth
introducing at this point in time unless there are other
over-riding factors. To answer the second question, we can
look at the reduced cost column, we notice that for the
new product line K, the reduced cost is 8.5 whereas for
the other product lines, their reduced cost are zeros.
This means that for product line K, its profit margin will
need to increase by at least $8.5 per liter in order it is
worth introducing under such conditions. If we change the
profit margin of product line K to $13, the volume of K
produced is equal to 12,800 liter the profit will then
be equal to $2,008,900. The computer printout of the
revised model solutions can be seen at Appendix 7C & D
respectively.
In actual practice, it is very unlikely that such a
move will be taken for the same product if the increase in
profit is that much, since it is a complete change from a
low price product to a high price product. Besides, the
increase in profit is only $6,400. However, this may
indicate a change in product strategy is needed if short




In this research, it has been demonstrated how to
set up models for product mix decisions that maximize
profit for the paint industry when resources like raw
materials, machine hours labors are limited. It was
found that Linear Programming is a very effective &
efficient way for the purpose particularly when such
computer program is readily at hand so that there is no
need to go through the tremendous amount of manual
calculations that would have involved. In the models,
besides what product mix to produce, it also shows which
constraint is binding helps to answer questions like
when where overtime should be/could be used. For this
research not every process was built in to make it more
closely resemble the real world, the concept is more or
less the same and the set up of the model indicative of
the real world highly depends on the degree of difficulty
the type of problem you want to solve.
The shadow price plays an important role in
decision making of priorities as well as benefits costs
justification in capacity expansion whereas the
sensitivity analysis provide the range of which the shadow
price will still hold. When out of of the permissible
range, the shadow price may change or the binding
constraint may change to another so that your original
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decisions may no longer hold.
One important point that should be noted is that
for constraints such as milling capacity, skillful labor,
general labor or raw material availabilty are more or lesc-
based on facts, either you have it or you do not. But the
marketability constraint is mainly based on history,
statistics and most important of all: self-judgment. This
judgment is highly personal will depends on external
environments like competitors' movements, general
economical conditions, seasonal fluctuations or internal
conditions like marketing tactics, product cycle,
experience of personnel making judgment etc.. Sometimes,
the shadow price for the marketing constraint is negative
indicates that we should reduce the sales of that product
so that resources could be reallocated to some other more
profitable items. This could be very helpful in marginal
improvement when resources are under such critical
conditions.
The computed product mix can only serve as a
general guideline and it may be very difficult to follow
one hundred percent. There are occasions that you cannot
cover everything into your marketing constraints like
special request from a prime client which you cannot
afford not to fulfill due to long term relationship as
well as benefits. Notwithstanding that, the guidelines
such linear programming models can provide are very
useful. Besides, the models are easy to maintain since
once you have set up the models, you just change the
numbers when the conditions change, the computer will take
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care of the rest.
A brief look at several common sense methods was
completed to determine product mix when resources are
limited. It was found that they are inferior to linear
programming in the sense that they may either not be able
to maximize the profit at the level of the limitations or
not be able to consider more than one constraints at the
same time.
Linear Programming can also help to determine
whether a new product should be introduced when under
certain constraints and also at what profit margin would
that product be worth introducing even under those
constraints.
The key that makes linear programming work in the
paint industry lies in the assumptions that it is possible
to turn the non-linear reality into a linear behaviour
model so that it is good enough for a decision. By varying
these assumptions and perhaps adding some others, it is
possible to tackle problems like color mix, inventory
level plant output decisions, work scheduling etc..
There is little doubt that linear programming can be
helpful to the paint industry to improve the efficiency
and economy of their daily routines and effectiveness in
their management decisions.
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COMPUTER PRINTOUT OF SOLUTIONS TO MODEL 2 WITH T102 SUPPLY AT 25000KG
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APPENDIX 3A
COMPUTER PRINTOUT OF MODEL 3
MAX . AO XA • .10 Xl.i A3 XC » A2 XA) » AO XI:! i A:! XE » O XO » 7 XII
I- 7 VI I l» V.I'•v,r
'.iiimiii MI
'- • l O XA 1 -02 XI» •»• . 01 XC • .05 XI.) « .16 XE » .00 XI « .06 XIA
.00 XII i .AO XI « . 2 A X,J « 33000
3) . O03 XA .007 XO ••• .0.1.2 XC «• .000 XI) •• .001 XI i . o27 XO
.03 XII i . 030 XA « .1600
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.001 XO ' .O05 XII •- .006 XI « .00 A XI « 000
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APPENDIX 3B
COMPUTER PRINTOUT 01- SOLUTIONS TO MODEL 3
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RANGES IN WHICH THE BASIS IS UNCHANGED::
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COMPUTER PRINTOUT OF REVISED MODEL 3
MAX
.10 XA i 13 XU «• .1.3 XC i 12 XI.) + .10 XE • O XF 3 XG • 7 XII
7.3 X I. « J O XvJ - .07 XAIIU . 27. XI.1MI) .3 XCIIG - .23 XI.MU
.12 XI 110 .06 XOliU •••• I . I XIII 10 - .1.1.3 X IMil
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APPENDIX 3D
COMPUTER PRINTOUT OF SOLUTIONS TO REVISED MODEL 3
LP OPT J I'll III FOUND AT STEP 2-1
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APPENDIX 4A
COMPUTER PRINTOUT OF MODEL 4
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- .2 XH..0 «• .03 XvLO 30OO LI I
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COMPUTER PRINTOUT OE REVISED MODEL A
MAX 10 XA I 15 XU 1.5 XC I 12 XI.) I I.O XL I A XL -I 5 XO » I XII
N 9.5 XI I .10 Xvl - .09 XAIIO - .27 XOMO - . 7,7 XCI10 •• .25 XDMO
- .12 XI Ml.) - .» XtiMU -- I. I XI It'll) - 1 . .1 .5 X1I10 •- .1.0 XALO - .2.5 XOLO
• .27 Xi.:I..I) - .27. XDLO - .10 XI I.O - .14 XFLO - .10 XLil . 0 - .2.5 XIILO
- .7 XII I) - .05 X,lLO I .5000 OH
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21) XI - I 4 000
72 ) XO - 20000
27.) XII = IOOOO
7-1 ) XI = OOOO
y, I X.I ; fIOOOO
26) .007, XAMM I . 009 XLlMO I . Ol2 XCMU I .000 XUMl) I . 0U4 XI MO
i fvio vi-Mi i i n K ; yiiMn I _ O.M XI MO r 0O. N ' « ' • ' ' ........ -
27 ) XA - XAMII - XAMO = O
20 ) XO - XOMM - X0I1U = O
29 ) XO - XL MM - XCI'lL) - O
7.0 ) XI ) - XOMM -• XDMO = O
7,1) XF • XI MM - XI I'll) ~ O
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r- -« —». y s
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4 I ) XI - XI 1.1) - XI LI I O
42) XLi - Xlil. O - XCLN »
4 7.) XII - XIILO - XIILM •• O
44) XI - XJLO - X I I.H
45) X.I - Xvl I. O Xvl LM O
46) 511 - I
I III)
COMPUTER PRINTOUT OF SOLUTIONS TO REVISED MODEL 4
LP OPTIMUM FOUND AT STEP 51
OBJECTAVE FUNCTION VALUE
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COMPUTER PRINTOUT OP MODEL 5
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.12 XII HI - .06 XBIIU - |. | ,| || |ij .... I.);;; x U IB - .IB XAL.U - .33 XI.Jl.2J
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- .36 XLM.IO - .94 XL; LIU - .21 XLOO . 77 XGOU - 1.12 XI IBB 1. 27 X 1.1)1)
- .25 X,IBB i 34'Ml BO
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•• BOO
3) - O 35 X ABU i .034 XI TBI I .Oil XCBII • . OI4 '.14 ill i . 03B XI.-.UU
I .Ol XI - 111 I I . 03 .1 X BUM i .043 XIIUM t .049 X I III I i .Ol X.JLIM - 4400
6) XA « 20000
7) X l I UOOO
B) XB 600O
9) XL) 3'T0O
.10) XL. .-- I 4BOO
I I ) XL == BOO
12) XB ' IBOOO
13) XII 7 OOO
14) XI ~ 30OU
B. A v.i ~s 3ou to
IX.) XA 40U0O
I ) XL' ™ 2'TOOO
IB) XL • lOOOo
.19) XI.) O BOOO
20) XL .17. 00
21) XL - 1.4000
22) XB « 2UU00
23) xii » loooo
24) XI 2 BOOO
25) X.i OUOOU
26) .O03 XAI IB 1 .009 X 1.4111 ' . Ol. 2 XCMB . OOB XDI IU • . 004 ,LI-IB
•f .029 XI410 1 .037 XUI IB -J- . 03B X 1.1 IB » O
27) XA XAIIII - XAUG « O
2B) XB - XIIUM - XIII IB - O
29) XL - XLMU -- XLI-IB O
30) XI) - XDMU -- XI )MG » O
3.1 ) XL XL 111-1 - XLI-IB O
32) XB - X 4-114 - XBi ll I - O
33) XII - XIIUM -• XI11-111 O
34) X I X I I II I - XI MB ™ O
35) . OO'l X ALB 1 .OOB XI1LO 1 .006 XLI..B 1 .005 XII LB « . O04 XI LI I
i. .oo3 XI-LB 1 .004 XGI.LI 1 .003 XIILU 1 .006 XILB « . UOJ XJLU O
36) XA -- XALB - XAI.U » O
37) XIt XBL.0 -- XULII = O
30) XL -• XLIJ..I - XL I. U « O
39) XL) - XOLO - XDL.U • O
40 XL -- XL: LB XL I.II ~ O
4.1) XI XI-LB -- XILM O
42) XB -- XBI..B -~ XBI..U O
43) XII - XL ILL) -- XllLM 2 O
44) X I X ILB - X I I...I I ~ o
45) X.I - X.I 1.21 - X.Jl„LI ~ O
46) £311 O
j .025 XABB 1 .034 XI.iBB 1 .04 I XCOO 1 .01.4 XDOLi • . U3U XL DO
1 Ol XL BO • .031 X BOB . 043 XI IBB . 049 X1.BB ' .01, X.JULI =« O
40) XA -- XABB - XABM 2 O
49) VIT - XI.4K.I - XIX IN « O
50) XL - XLOU -• XCBM « O
31) XI) -- XOBB XIX III O
3,3 xE XLBO - XKDN « O
53) XF XILIB -- XI-BII ™ O
34) :B .(2 41 -- .BUM r O
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;X I X I LIB X I BM O
3 ) X.I X.I OB - X.JUI I O
:.B) BO 22 3
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APPENDIX 5B
COMPUTER PRINTOUT OF SOLUTIONS TO MODEL 5
I I • UPI 1 I II II ! I (Ji ll II.) A I i 1 111 J 3
UIKIECT ivi;: ruucriLiN VALUE
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MO. i I LI'iiYTJ 0113- 13
IAI lOEB 11 I I'll 11 1.11 11II,. DAB10 I 0 UNCI IAMBIII.;::
VAI•: I ADI...II CUREEI4I
CUIII
ODD CUEFF1C1EI4 I R AMU LB
ALLOWABLE
I. MEREABE
.1. - 0294I. I.
I Ml- I. MI I V
3„ 'lOOOO.
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U- 200000
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I. I . OOOOOO
.1.0. I. OOOOO
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II II-II I I I Y
I I II I I 11I Y
IMF 1141 T'Y
II4F I I I I I Y
I I II - II II I Y











j; 14F 1141I Y
IMF114.1. I V
1 I II- J. I II I Y
1141114.1. IV
IMF 11 1 I TY
IMFIN!IY
.007A59
I Ml- I. MI I Y
1141 1141 IY
I Ml 1III IY











1141I III I Y
EON CIJI I •;II I I
l:l-IS
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3000-U00000
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I. O 1.7 6 - 470000
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24714 - 290000
II IE 11I I I V
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I 4 540 . 400400
I 4 '40'4.. OOOOOO
I 54OO . 444004
7000. OO'40'44
5440. 444O04
04.444 . 40 4444
I I II II II I Y
I 4 4 . 400000
6 I 64 . 004040
4529.. 4 1 2400
356.098000





3 4 42. 857400
1.5400. 404044
I 111I 1-11 IV
5'4 5. 600040
4 4 2. 404000
I 83. 644004
4 6 „ O 0004
I 111- IN I IV
I I II III IIV
37 56. 0911400
I I IE I 14.1 I V
4052.63200O
I I II il l I I Y
4 96 . 74 244
3422. 222400
31 42. 837040
INI- 111 I I Y











I 474 93. 300400
4 7 I 64 . 4 54000
36?:) 73 - 330400
55 .:!• I o. oooooo
I I 4624 . ..'40004
I 523 . 934004
.1. I. 958 .. 920000
1 164 4 . 2 .1. OOOO
.OOOOOO
4 39 I O. OO OO 40
36 28 . O'.. 444
30606. 6 0000
36 2.8 . OOOOOO
4 59 I. 4 . » H .. 0
6 I. 2 I 3 - 3 3.'...
4 39 .1 4 „ '
36721:1. OO'.XJUO
34646. 6 OOOO
1.836'IO . ' .'
. 44OOO' '
1 )•111'..»
I .;( 1 | . t... ('.OO
I 4 I 6 . 4 70000
8439. 424 OOO
24 7 I. 4 . 2900OO
9 .1. 05. 264 OOO
34644. 404404
I I. .1. 6 I . 264000
7 688. 889404
706 I . 223400
3 4 644 . ..'44'4 04
3.OO0O0O
APPENDIX 5C
COMPUTER PRINTOUT Of- REVISED MODEL 5
MAX 10 XA I 15 XO 1 13 XC ! 12 XO I 10 XL I A XL -I 5 XG I 7 XII
4 9-'; Xl ' 10 x.j - .09 XAMO - .2 XBMO - .37 XGMO - .25 XDMO
.12 XL MO - .06 XGMO - 1.1 XIIMU - 1.13 X1MU - .10 XAI.O - .23 XULU
.27 XCI.O - .23 XDLO - .10 XI I O - .14 XL 1.0 - .10 XGLO - .23 XIIIJJ
- .27 X I I O - .05 XJ 1.0 ! 3000 Oil - .63 XAOO - .04 XOOO - J. 03 XCOO
- .36 XOOO - .94 XI-.OO - .21 XT 00 .7 XGOO - 1.12 XI100 - 1.22 X J OO
- .25 XJOO I 34OO GVmr....f
SUBJ LCI IO
2) - J.6 XA I .02 XI! I- .04 XC I .05 XL) t .16 XL I . OO XL I .06 XG
! .00 XII I .10 XL I .2 1 x.l - - 3,5000
3,1 .003 XAMH I . 0O9 XOMII I .0 12 XCMII I .000 XI.'MII I .004 XL MM
I . 029 XGMM ! .03 7 XI If III I .030 X I MM = IOOO
4) . 004 XAI..M I .005 XllLII l .006 XCl.ll I . 005 XI.'LII . O04 XLLM
I .(03 XLLM ! .004 XGLM ! .005 XIILN I .006 X1LII ! .00.1 XJI.M
- OOO
5) .(35 XAOH l .07,4 XOOM I .04 1 XCON I .0 14 XLXJll l .030 XLOM
t .(1 XI Oil I . 03 J XGOII I . 04 5 XIION I .49 XI ON I .01 XJOM - - 4400
6) XO - 30000
7 ) XI! ~ J OOOO
0) XC • 6OOO
') ) XO - - 7,OOO
10) XL = 14500
11) XI ~ 7 OOO
I 2) XG - IOOOO
13) XII 7 OOO
14) X I - OOOO
15) Xvl OOOOO
1.6) XA 4 OOOO
I 7 ) XI! 2OOOO
10) X(.; - I OOOO
1 6 ) XI.) - OOOO
20) XL - 17000
21) XL 14 OOO
22 ) XG 20000
23.) XII C- I OOOO
24) X.l •: = OOOO
2 5 ) X.l = OOOOO
26) .003 XAMO + . OOO XI1MO I . OI 2 XCMU l .OOO XI4II) I . 0()4 XLI10
I .(29 XGMO l .63 7 XIIMO I .030 X1 MO - O
27) XA - XAMLI - XAMO ~ O
20 ) XII - XOMII - XMMO = O
29 ) XL: - XL.MM - XGMO ~ O
30 ) XI) - XDI III - XI MO ~ O
31.) XI - XL MM - XI MO = O
32 ) XG - XGMM - XGMO - (
33) XII - XIIMM - XMMO = O
34 ) XI - XI1111 - X I MO = O
35) .004 XALI.) I .(05 XOI.O I .006 XCLO I .006 XI.'LO I .(04 XL 1.0
+ .003 XI LO I .004 XGLO I . 00.6 XIIIJJ I .006 X.ILO I .001 X.JLO = 0
3,6 ) XA - XAI.O ~ XALM (
3 7 ) XO - XO LO - XI! LN » O
30) XC - XCLO - XCLN = O
7,9) XO - XOLO - XI.)I. I I = O
40) XL - XI LO - XLLM ~ (
41) XL - XL LO - Xrill = O
42) XG - XGLO - XGLM =
43) XII - XIII O - XIILN = O
44) XI -• X I.LO - X I I..N O
45) X.l - X.ILO - XJLN = O
46) Gil O
75 XAOO I .(34 XOOO I ..(4 1. XCOO I .14 XIXiO I .30 XI OO
I O I XI (HI I .(31 XGOO I -045 XIIOO • .049 XI OO I .O.I XJOO I OO'» w » ' » ' -
4») XA XAOO XAHll •- O
4') ) xo -• XOOO - XOOM - o
5( ) XC: - XC OO - XCOM -
5 1 ) XO - XOOO - XOOII O
52) XI - X LOO - XL.OM =
57.) XI - XfJJO • XLOM - O
54) XG - XGOO ~ XGOLI ~
55) XII - XIIOO - XIION O
5(,) XI - X.IOO - X I DM = O




COMPUTER PRINTOUT OF SOLUTIONS TO REVISED MODE I r,
I l» no I l I'll III 11 11 ill I % I oil it r
UMJ 1(1 I VI I I IMC: I I DMVAI U!
Af ViV iA« A. v
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I HI I HI I Y
OHMMJ I Y
IHI I. HI I Y
1111I HI I Y
II II I. HI I Y
Oil I HI 1 Y
i it r hi j iY
I HI .1NI 1 Y
1 Ml 1HI I Y
o. xni 5 n
I A. IOOOOO
I J . 9HS oo
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. O I. I 59
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. o i. •) no
. O.I Xf.fVI
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. oo on'i 9
.OOno5
.0090X2
I.Ml II I J I Y
,00.1.053
nir HI i i Y
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I I II I HI I Y
.1 III I II I I Y
mi i ii i i Y
iiir iiti iy
llll' (III. I T'
.111111-11I Y
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I I 11II I I I V
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Jill III I I Y
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. OOI 059,
mi' in i i v
1HI 111I I Y
.. oo,n 1
.007 X(H
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I Mf III I I Y
I III' I HI I Y
.1I I I 111I I Y
.01 I 59
JII f llll I Y
. O I 7B,J
. OI XOH'I
. OO117





IHI III I I Y
now i uimui i
mi:-;
Ml Oil I MAIN) 5 114 KAI lOF.G
AU.I »14OILF
I MOMFAGC
II II il l I. TV
I ill JI I1 I Y
I.MI I N I I Y
ril l.unr.iti.l.
I 1:Jjlil-ASf;.
552O . GO J OOO
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1 500 . (3 I O000
206 .13'7 7900




.1 4 4 00 . OOOOOO
I '7OOO . ((30000
I 4 4 00 . 0(30(300







I 1 0 .. ooooo3
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I. 5000 . (300000
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APPENDIX 6A
COMPUTER PRINTOUT OF MODEL 0 WITH TI02 SUPPLY AT 3S000KG
MAX 10 XA + 15 X0 •+ 13 XC + 12 XI) .1.0 XE + B XF 3 XG 7 XII
| 7 •r' XI + 10 XJ - .09 XAliO - .27 XDMC) - .37 XCMU - .23 XDIIU
.12 XI-1-10 - .86 XGMO - 1.1 XI IMC) -- 1.13 XI MO - .18 XALU -- .23 X FLU
~ .27 XCLO - .23 XDLO -- .18 XELO - .14 XFLO -- .18 XGI..U - .23 XI 11.0
~ -27 X1LO - .03 XJLO 3000 80 - .63 XAOO - .84 XBUU - 1.03 XCOO
-- .36 X 1)0(1 - .94 XEOO - .24 XFOO - .77 XGOO -- 1.12 XHOO -- 1.22 X100
- .28 X.I00 4 3400 GV
GO CM EC I ro
2) .16 XA + .02 XD 4- .04 XC .05 XI) + .16 XE .00 XF 4- .06 XG
4 .OB XII i .10 XI + .21 X.I « 35000
3) .003 XAMM 4 .009 X8MM 4 .012 XCMN 4 . OoB XDl IN -4 .004 XFMN
. 029 XGI IM -4- .037 XHMN 4- .038 X I MM O 1600
4) .004 XALN 4 .005 XBLN 4 .006 XCLN 4 .005 XDLN •» .004 XELN
i .003 XI-I..N + .004 XGL.N 4- .008 XIILM 4- .006 XIEM 4 .001 XJLN
• 600
5) . 025 XAI.IN 4 .4434 XWON i .041 XCON + . O I 4 XDOM . O30 XEUN
.01 XF8N 4- .031 XGON + .045 XIIUN -4 .049 X 18N i- . Ol XJIJN « 4400
6) XA - 2000O
7) X13 10000
8) XC «= 6000
9) XI) » 3000
10) XE « 14 500
1 I ) XF » 7300
12) XG ~ J 5000
13) XII ® 7000
14) XI ~ 5000
15) XJ =» 50000
16) XA ~ 40000
1.7) XB ••= 20000
18) XC - 10000
19) XI) 8000
20) XE ~ 17000
21) XF » 14000
22) XG --- 20000
23) XII ~ 10000
24) XI 8000
25) X.I 80000
26) .003 XAMU » .009 XBMC) 4 .012 XCMU + .008 XDIIU 4 .004 XFMU
4- . 029 XUNO 4- . 037 XHMU + .038 XI Ml) » 200• m .14 f ' » » V.r w • ' - - —
27) XA -- XAMM - XAMU -= O
28) XB - XDMN -- XBMU - O
29) XC - XCMN ~ XCMU «- O
30) XI) -- XDMN - XDMO » O
31) XF - XFMII - XFMU = O
32) XG - XGMN - XGMU « O
33) XH - XI INN - XHMU = O
34) XI -- XI MM -- XIMO = O
35) .004 XALU 4 .005 XBLU - .006 XCLO + . O05 XDLO • 004 XELU
4 .003 XI-LO + .004 XGLO + . 0O5 XHI..U + . 006 X1L.0 ' . OOl XJLO
« 200
36) XA -- XALU ~ XALN « O
37) XB - XBLU -- XBLN - O
38) XC -- XCLO - XCLN - O
39) XD -- XDLO -- XDLN = O
40) XE - XELU - XEl.N » O
41) XF - XFLU - XFLN = O
42) XG XBLU -- XGLN = O
43) XII - XIILU ~ XHLN = o
44) XI - X1 LO - X1LN == O
45) XJ - XJLU -- XJLN « O
46) Gil 1
47) 025 XAUU + .034 XDOU .041 XCUO I .014 XDUU » . o3U XEUU
r.i vprifi 4 -03I XGUU + . 045 XIIUU 4 .049 X .IUU 4- .01 XJUU - loOO
48) XA - XAUU - XAON = O
49) XB - XDUU ~ XBUN « O
50) XC - XCUU -- XCON « O
51) XD -- XDUU - XDUN = O
52) XE -- XEUU - XEUN « O
53) XF - XFOO - XFUN « O
54) XG - XGUU - XGUN O
55) XH -- XHUCI - XIIUN = O
56) XJ - XI00 - XIUN ~ O




COMPUTER PRINTOUT OE SOLUTIONS TO MODEL 6 WITH T102 SUPPLY AT 3S000KG
LP UP I 11II II I I Ul lhiu AT S I LP 2u
UHTLCTJ.VL F-UNO II UN VALUE
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9 - :l. 1 26.14
J. 3 - 668 :l. 00
.1 1 . 359930




































1. „ 1. 1.31.58




ranges J. 11 which the basis is unci tanged:





1 MEI. N I. TV
I Ml- I MI I Y
J. NE IMI TY
INFIWI TY
INFINITY
I NF 1N .1 TY
INE I N I IY
INFINITY









9. I 126 I 4
I. 3. 660 I 00
J. I „ 309930









. O J. 4 130
.0I2709





































































































































































































































I. NFII II I Y
INF INJ TY
INFINITY













I V I nI I I'l l Aii n :;• r r.r.r i i, if v. irI II 11 ' »« .L Ay
ALLOWABLE
INCREASE
T MP I M I TV
:
ALLOWABE





















































































































































































































7 J. . 999980
18 O 0 0. 0 O O 0 O O
6400.000000






.....i.|. -•»• ;r -;r ivOOOvvv















COMPUTER PRINTOUT OF MODEL 6 WITH T102 SUPPLY AT 30000KG
MAX .10 XA + .15 X13 + 13 XC + 12 XI.) I- 10 XE + 0 XI -I- 5 XG 4- 7 XII
+ V. 3 XI 10 XJ - .07 X All LI - .27 XBMO - .37 XCMO - .25 XL) Ml)
.12 XFMG - .06 XGI'IG - 1.1 XI IMG - 1.13 XI lit.) - .10 XALO - .23 XBLO
- .27 XCLO .23 XDLO - .10 XL-1.0 - .14 XFLU - .10 XGLU - .23 XMLO
- .27 XILO -• .05 XJLO + 3000 SH -- .63 XAOO - .04 XDOO 1.03 XCOO
-- .36 XDUCI - .94 XEOO - .24 XFUU - .77 XGOO - 1.12 XIIOO - 1.22 XIOU
- .25 XJOO + 3400 GV
t:i in.itrr i TIIJ ECI II)
2) .16 XA .02 XB -l- .04 XC 4 .05 XI.) 4- .16 XE + .08 XF t .06 XG
+ .00 XII 4- .10 XI 4- .21 XJ = 30000
3) .003 XAMIM + .009 XBUM 4- .012 XCliN .000 XI)MM .004 XFMN
4- .029 XGIIN » .037 XHliN »- .030 XIMM ~ 1600
4) .004 XALM + .005 XBLN 4- .006 XCLN + .005 XL)LN 4- . 0O4 XELN
4 .003 XFL.N 4- .004 XGLN i .005 XHLM + .006 XII..M + .001 XJLN
=•. ~ Cl'.M.I
5) .025 XAON 4- .034 XBOM 4- .041 XCON + .014 XDOM + .030 XEOM
4- .01 XFON 4- .031 XGGM + . 045 XMUN 4- .049 X.lON 4- . Ol XJON « 4400
6) XA ~ 20000
7) XB - 10000
0) XC « 6000
9) XI) 3000
10) XE « 14500
11 XF « 7500
12) XG - 15000
13) XII = 7000
14) XI ~ 5000
15) XJ « 50000
16) XA 40000
17) XB ~ 20000
10) XC « J.0000
19) XI) ~ 0000
20) XE • 17000
21) XF » 14000
22) XG - 20O00
23) XII 10000
24) XI OOOO
25) X.l « 80000y„.J ; A.I — owuv
26) . 03 XAMD 4- .009 XBMO • .012 XCMO 4- . OOU XBMO 4- .004 XFMIJ
i. ri-jo yi IMII . i37 Yl 11-11) )- . 030 X I MO - 200
27) XA -- XANN - XAliO « O
20) XB - XBlili - XBMO = O
29) XC -• XCMN - XCMO O
30) XI) - XBlili - XBMO O
31) XF XFMN - XFMO « 0
32) XG - XGIIN - XGI40 = O
33) XI I - XMliN - XI Hit.) = O
34) XI ~ XI MM -- XIMO » O
35) . 004 XALO 4- .005 XBLO .006 XCLO + .005 XBLO . O04 XELl)
w.t vi: i n I- till .I Yi;i ri + . 005 XIII L) + . 006 XILO + .001 X.ILO
i; m yoo
36) XA - XALO - XALN M O
37) XB - XBLO - XBLN O
30) XC - XCLO - XCLN « O
39) XI) -- XBLO - XBLN O
40) XE - XELO - XELN « O
41) XI - XFLO - XFLN O
42) XG - XGLO - XGLN « O
43) XII -- XMLO - XHLN =3 O
44) XI ~ XILO -- XILN « O
45) X.l - XJLO -- XJLN O
46) Oil 1ON J
47) .025 XAOO 4- .034 XBOO .041 XCOO I .014 XBOO + . O30 XEOO
4- .01 XFOO + - 031 XGOO »- .045 XI IOO ' . 049 X .l 00 .01 X.l00 « lOOO
40) XA - XAOO - XAON O
49) XB - XBOO -- XBON = O
50) XC - XCOO ™ XCON = O
51 ) X B -- X BOO - X BOM ~ O
52) XE - XEOO - XEON - O
53) XF - XFOO - XFON » O
54) XG ••• XGOO - XGON ~ O
55) XH -- XIIOO -- XI-ION » O
56) XI - XI00 - XJON = O
57) XJ ~ XJOO - XJON - Oi «i i r
END
APPENDIX 6D
COMPUTER PRINTOUT OP SOLUTIONS TO MODEL 6 WITH T102 SUPPLY AT 30000KG
LP OPTIMUM FOUND AT SI LP 9
OBJ ECT 1 VP f-UNC I 1 ON VALUE
2160208.001)
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J. IMFi; NI TV












































J. . 4 714 71
INFINITY
. 0 J. 2353
.024000
.O17059
. 01 4 1.10
.001177
INFINITY











I IMFIN I. T Y
J. . 420577
1 .47 I 47I
INFINITY










. 00 J. 034
. 003 J. 03
. 014 J. 30
. 0 J. 2759






















































































































































































































:i:NF IN 1 TV
26142.860000













































































1 7 J. 28 „ 570000
5.000000
APPENDIX 6E
COMPUTER PRINTOUT OF MODEL 6 WITH T102 SUPPLY AT 25000KG
MAX 10 XA i 15 XB i J.3 XC 12 XI) .10 XE I- 0 XF + 5 XG + 7 XH
+ '?•••' XI + 10 Xvl -- .09 XAND - .27 XBNO - .37 XCMO -- .25 XDHO
• - .12 XFliO -- .06 XGHO -- 1.1 XHMO - 1.13 XIHO - .10 XALO - .23 XBLU
~ -27 XCLO - .23 XDLO ~ .10 XEL1J - .14 XFLO - .10 XBLU - .23 XHLU
- .27 XILO - .03 XJLO 4 3000 OH - .63 XAOU - .04 XBOO - 1.03 XCOO
- .36 X1100 - .94 XEOO - .24 Xf UO - . 77 XBOO - 1.12 XHUO - 1.22 XIUU
- .25 Xvl00 i- 3400 GV
SUBJECT TO
2) .16 XA I .02 XB + .04 XC 4- .05 XI) + .16 XE 4- .00 XF + .06 XG
.00 XII + .10 XI + .21 XJ O 23000
3) . 003 XAMN -i .009 XBNN + .012 XCNN .000 XDMIM + .004 XFNN
+ -029 X OMN 4- .037 XHIiW 4- .030 X1MN « .1.600
4) . 004 XALN 4- .005 XBLW » .006 XCL.N 4- .005 XDLN + .004 XELN
4- .003 XFLN 4- .004 XGL.N 4- .005 XHLN 4- .006 X1LN 4 .001 XJI..N
~ 600
5) .025 XAON 4- .034 XBON 4- .041 XCUM .014 XDON 4- .030 XEUN
4 .01 XITIN 4 .031 XBON 4 .045 XHON + .049 XION + .01 XJON « 4400
6) XA - 20000
7) XB = 10000
0) XC ® 6000
9) XI) - 3000
10) XE ~ 14500
1 1 ) XF «= 7500
12) XB ™ .15000
13) XII = 7000
14) XI - 5000
.15) XJ -• 50000
16) XA ~ 40000
.1.7) XB = 20000
IB) XC ® 10000
19) XI) 8000
20) XE =» 17000
21) XF ~ 14000
22) XG 20000
23) XH » 10000
24) XI 0000
25) XJ 00000
26) .003 XAMO + .009 XBMU + .012 XCMO + .000 XDNO 4 .004 XFMO
4- .029 XGHO + .037 XHMO + .030 XINO ® 200
27) XA - XANN - XAMO ~ O
20) XB -- XBNN -- XBMO ~ O
29) XC - XCNN - XCNO « 0
30) XI) - XDNN - XDNO « O
31) XF - XFNN - XFMO - O
32) XG - XBNN - XGHO » O
33) XII - XHNN - XHMO = O
54) XI - XIMN - XTMO = O
35) .004 XALO + .005 XBLO + .006 XCLO 4 .005 XDLO 4- .004 XELO
+ .003 XFLO »• . 004 XBLO 4- .005 XI ILL) + . 0U6 XILO • . OOl. XJLO
•:' tf3 :()()
36) XA - XALO - XALN - O
37) XB - XBLO - XBLW « O
30) XC - XCLO - XCUM « O
39) XI) XDLO - XDLN = O
40) XE - XELO - XELN «' O
l ) XE -- XFLO - XFLN » O
42) XG • XBLO - XGLN « O
43) XII - XIILO - XHLN » O
44) XT - XJLO - X1 L..N « O
45) XJ - XJLO - XJLIM » O
46) 811 « 1
47) .025 XAOO »- .034 XBOO + .041 XCOO •' . O.I 4 XDIIO 4- . OcO XEOO
... Ill vrrm + .031 XGOO 4 .045 XI100 + .049 XI00 ' -ot XJUU = 1000
48) XA -- XAOO -- XAON = O
49) XB - XBOO -• XBON O
50) XC - XCOO - XCON = 0
51) XI) XDOO - XDON « O
52) XE - XEOO - XEON ® O
53) XF - XFOO - XFON » O
54) XG - XGOO - XGON - O
55) XII - XI-IIJO - XHOIM = O
56) XI -- XI00 - XION - O




COMPUTER PRINTOUT OE SOLUTIONS TO MODEL 0 WITH T102 SUPPLY AT 25000KG
L P UPTIMUM POUND M l S I LP O
OBJ EC I .1VE FUNCTI ON VALUE
I937067.001
























































































































































































































































































































































































RANGES IN WHICH THE BASIS IS UNCHANGED:
VARIABLE





INF IN .I. FY
INFINITY






















. 06773 :1•i.. ..r 0r •„
INFINITY
1.666674
. 00 J. 034
.003103




































































































































































I IMFI IMI I Y
I NFI IM I TY
I IMFI IM I TY
INFINITY
INFINITY
I IMFI IMI MY
1.420577
1.47147I














I IMF1 IMI MY
J. NFI IM I TY
.007059
I NFI IM I MY
IIMF1 M I TY
1.420577
1 . 4 7 J 4 7 J.
INFINITY
INF I IM 1 MY





I.IMF IN I TY
I IMF'I IM1 TY
.oooooo
INFINITY
I NFI IM I I Y
I IMFI IM I FY
I IMFI IM.1 I Y
I IMF-J. IM1 TY
INFINITY
INFINITY
I NFI IM J: FY











I NFI IM I MY
J. NF INI FY
. 00 1.053
I IMF IN I IV
J.IMF INI I Y
I IMF1 IMI I Y
.007059




. O J. 2353
.024000
. O I. 7059
. OI 4 1 J. O
. OOI. I 77





INF I.IM 1 I Y
ROW CURRENT
RHS



















































































,1 At ,•«. •• •• •• •• •• «•
.1. 4 O uu . o o o o o o
20000.000000
ft •• •« •• •• •• • ««•».•«.

























































2 6 6 6. 6 7O U 0
2000.004000
I IMF INI TV









I IMF I IM IT Y
20190.480000

























I IMF I IM IT Y
I IMF I IM I TY
IMF 1NITY
I IMF INI TY
I IMF I IM I TY
I IMF IIMI TY
INFINITY
I IMF IIMI TY
2105.263000

















4 J. 37 . 932000
3243.244000
3157.895000

























COMPUTER PRINTOUT OF MODEL 6 WITH T102 SUPPLY AT 24000KG
MAX lo XA +• J.5 X13 + 13 XC + 12 XD i 10 XE + 8 XF + 5 XG 7 XII
4 7 •'' X 1 4 10 - • o? X AMU - .27 X HMO - .37 X CI H J - .25 XDNU
•» ~ -;12 Xr,l° -e6 XOMU - 1.1 XIIMU - 1.13 X1IKJ - .18 XALU - .23 XDLU
.27 XLLU - .23 XDLU - .18 XEL.U - .14 XFLO ~ .18 XGLU -- .23 XHLU
-- . 27 X1L0 -- .05 XJLO + 3000 SI I - .63 XAIJU - .04 XDOU - 1.03 XCUU
~ .36 XDOU - .94 XEDO - .24 XRJU - .77 XOUU - 1.12 XUUU - 1.22 X1UU—. S1?'! ¥.11 HI .1. TllWl I'll J•y:.O
HIlf» if r ' rJECT 10
2) .16 XA 4- .02 XD H .04 XC .05 XI) + .16 XF » .08 XF -+• .06 X8
.00 XH «• .18 XI + .21 X.J « 24000
3) .003 XAIIM + .00? XBMN + .012 XCNM -1 .008 XI.)MM + .004 XFNN
.029 XGNN -1- .037 XI4MN •«- .038 XJIIN ™ 1.600
4) .004 XALN 4- .005 XDLM .006 XCLI I •» .005 XDLN . O04 XFLN
+ .003 XFLN - .004 XGLN + .005 XIILN + .006 X I.LN 4- .001 X.JIN
5) • 025 XAON + .034 XDUN -1 .041 XCON 4- .014 XDI IN 4- . O30 XFUM
+ .01 XFUN 4 .031 XUOM I . (l4ri yililM 1 1.1r} v 1 t iii m y him — .11,....'-'J A I ...MM T' J A 1.1
6) XA M 20000
7) XD •- 10000
8) XC » 6000
9) XI) - 3000
JO) XF « 14500
11) XF » 7500
12) XB - 15000
13) XII 7O00
14) X I « SOOO
15) X.J « 50000
16) XA - 40000
17) XD » 20000
18) XC « IOOOO
19) XI) 8000
20) XE O 1.7000
21) XF 14000
22) XG » 20000
23) XII = 10000
24) XI 8000
y_'J ) Ail — UUUUV
26) .003 XAI IO 4 .009 XDNU .0.12 XCI-ll.) . Ooll XDNU 1 .004 XFMU
4- .029 XGMU 4- .037 XIIMU 4- .038 X1M8 « 200
.27) XA - XAhIN ~ XANU « O
28) XD - XBMN - XDM8 = O
29) XC - XCMN - XCMO = O
30) XI) -- XDMM - X DM8 O
3.1 XF - XFMM - XF Ml.) « O
32) XG - XBMN - XGM8 » O
33) XII - XI INN - XIIMU « O
—r i w 1 I ! IK I J I 1 ~ 1
..•4; A i -- A 1. I'IIM —A 4. mi ~
35) .004 XALU 4- .005 XDLU + .006 XCLU 4- .005 XDLCI 4- .004 XLLU
4 .003 XFLU 4- .004 XGLU + .005 XHLU ' .006 X1LU + .001 XJLU
... ylV..'
36) XA -- XALU - XALN ~ C
37) XD - XDLU - XDLN ~ C
38) XC -- XCI.8 ~ XCLN = .
39) XI) - XDLU ~ XDLN - C
40) XL - XI::I..U XLLN - L
41) XF - XFLO -• XFLN L
42) XG - XBLU - XGLN L
43) XII - XI 11.0 -- XHLN - L
44) XI - XI LU - XILN = L
45) XJ - XJLU - X.JLN » C
46) SU ~ I
47) .025 XAIJU .034 XDUU 4 .041 XCUU 4- . 0J4 XDUU .038 XI.U8
... ..t vi-11(1 1- V lf ID 1- .045 XHUU 4 .049 XIUU + .Ol X.J LIU 100• • VI. A I uu ' • - - - » w
48) XA - XAIJU - XAUN = 0
49) XD - XDUU -- XDUN « O
50) XC -- XCIJU -- XCON « O
51 X I) - X DUO - X DUN « O
52) XL - XL (JO - XL UN « O
53) XF - XFUfJ - XFUN « O
54) XG - XGUU - XGUN = O
55) XII - X HUO XHIJN = O
56) XI - XIUU - XIUN = O
57) XJ - XJUU - XJUN a O
r--.U y nu ss Ti
APPENDIX 6H
COMPUTER PR INI OUT OL SOLUTIONS TO MODLL 0 Willi 1102 SUPPLY AT 2 4 000 KG
LP OPTIMUM POUND AT CHIT:-
































































































































































































































































































































































































RANGES IN WHICH THE BASIS IS UNCHANGED:
VAR1 ABLE CURRENT
COEF
























































































































































I IMF IN I TY

























IIMF I M I TY
INF 11II TY
.256254









. 014I. J. 0
.001177
1IMF1 IM IV Y











I IMF'I IMI TY
3.002546
2.204936









J. NF 1NIT Y
IIMFI IM I VY
.024104
.075233






I IMFI IM I TY
I IMF-1IM1 V Y
INF INITY
I NFI IM I VY
INFINITY
INFiNit Y
I IMFI IMI I Y
IIMF J. NI IY
.OOOOOO
INFINITY
I IMF-1 IM1 I Y
I IMF'I IM1 I Y
INF IN I. IY
I IMF1 IMI I Y
I. IMF-IN I T Y
1IMFI IMi. I Y
I. IMFI IMI I Y











INF I IM I VY
I IMFI IMI l'Y
.00 I 053
IMF IIMl VY
I IMF'I I'MI VY
INFINITY
.007059
I IMF 1 IM IVY
I IMF J NI I Y





. OJ. 4 1 10
. 00 I J. 77
I IMF1 N j; TY




I NFI Ml l'Y
Ivl 111! CIJKKEIMI
I:' l.Jcj
I'M. 011THAN!) S I Dl • KAMI il ;
ALLOWABLE
INCREASE































































































































































1 IMFI N i l Y
















I IMF I NI TY
I IMF 1IMI TY
I IMF IMI TY
I IMF IN I TY
1715.513000
I IMF IN J. IY
I IMF IN I I Y















































COMPUTER PRINTOUT OF MODEL 7
NAX . 10 XA c:. XB i- 13 XC I 12 XI) 10 XE El XF i 5 XG i- 7 XII
+ 9.5 XI i 10 X.) )• 4 XK
Bl IB,IEC l 1(1' L... .. I |
.JO XA I- .02 XB I .04 XC « .05 XI.) I .16 XE i . OE) XF i .06 XG
.08 XI I i- . 18 XI i- .21 X J . 1 Xl 30000
•.:) . OU3 XA i .009 XB I .012 XG i . 00El XE) i .004 XF ' .29 XG
+ .037 XII i- .030 XI .1.600
4 .004 XA i- .005 XB i- .006 XC i .005 XD i .004 XE i .003 XF
1 . 004 XG i- . 005 XI I i- .006 XI i .001 XJ i- . 005 XK 600
5) .025 XA + .034 XB i- .041 XC .014 XI) 4- .030 XE 4- .01 XF
l .03 1 XG 1- . 04 5 XI I i- (¥ I i. i t I v.i i .ii1-: vi-- • — i .1w,
6) XA ::: 20000
7) XB »- 1.0000
0) XE) -- 6000
9) XD a 3000
10) X E - 14 50O
J. I. ) XI- --! 7500
12) XG « 15000
13) XII 7000
1 4 ) X I 5000
15) XJ « 50000
16) XA = 40000
.1.7) XB -= 20000
IB) XC O 10000
19) XD 8000
20) XE - 17000
21) XF - 14000
22) XG O 20000
23) XII = 10000
24) XI 8000
25) XJ ® 80000
END
APPENDIX 7B
COMPUTER PRINTOUT OF SOLUTIONS TO MODEL 7
LP OPT I MUM FOUND AT STEP :l. 7
□ B J IE C T IV E F U N C TI0 N V A L U IE
J. ) 2002500.00
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» 0 0 O O 0 0
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0- 500000













































5 O 0. O O000O
3000.OOOOOO






„ iH)()(')()( In it •• ••m
.OOOOOO
2. 0 0 O O 0 0
500000
















MO. I TIER AT I ONS« 1 f
APPENDIX 7C
COMPUTER PRINTOUT OF REVISED MODEL 7
MAX 10 XA + lb XB + 13 XC + 12 XD F 10 XL + 0 XF + 5 XG + 7 XH
+ 9.5 XI + 10 XJ + 13 XK
SUBJECT TO
2) .16 XA F .02 XB + .04 XC + .05 XD + .16 XL + .08 XL F .06 XG
+ .08 XH + .18 XI + .21 XJ I .1 XK = 30000
3) .003 XA F .009 XB + .012 XC F .008 XD I .004 XF -F .029 XG
T .037 XH + .038 XI = 1600
4) .004 XA + .005 XB + .006 XC F .005 XD F .004 XL + .003 XF
+ .004 XG + .005 XII + .006 XI F .001 XJ + .005 XK = 600
5) .025 XA -F .034 XB + .041 XC F .014 XD + .038 XL + .01 XF
F .031 XG + .045 XH F .049 XI + .01 XJ H .015 XK = 4400
6) XA = 20000
7) XB = 10000
8) XC - 6000
9) XD - 3000
10) XL = 14500
J.l) XF = 7500
12) XG - 1.5000
13) XII 7000
L4) XI = 5000
15) XJ = 50000
16) XA = 40000
17) XB 20000
18) XC -•:= 10000
19) XD 8000
20) XL = 17000
21) XF = J 4000
22) XG = 20000
23) XH = 1.0000
24) XI = 8000
25) XJ = 80000
END
APPENDIX 7D
COMPUTER PRINTOUT OF SOLUTIONS TO REVISED MODEL 7
LP OPTIMUM FOUND AT STEP 1
OBJECTIVE FUNCTION VALUE
2008900.001 )
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